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  Business Finance Today 

Police raid KPMG, PwC offices regarding failure of Icelandic banks
Icelandic offices of accounting firms KPMG and PricewaterhouseCoopers were raided by

police during an investigation into the failure of Iceland's three biggest banks. Police seized

documents and computer data related to banks Kaupthing, Glitnir and Landsbanki. Officials

are looking into allegations that accounting and reporting requirements were violated at

those banks, the failure of which drove the country into a financial crisis. Telegraph

(London) (10/1) 

Yields on U.S. Treasuries fall sharply
The yield on 10-year U.S. Treasuries dropped to its lowest level since May, possibly signaling

investors' scramble to safety. Tom Tucci, head of Treasury trading at RBC Capital Markets,

said investors are starting to think "the feel-good bounce in the economy created by the

[government's] fiscal stimulus is not a permanent factor." Los Angeles Times/Money &

Company blog (10/1) 

Finra seeks to add asset-backed securities to bond database
The Financial Industry Regulation Authority wants to include asset-backed securities in its

corporate-bond database, a move that would make financial market information more

readily available to regulators. "Greater disclosure around these securities directly linked to

the credit crisis will allow for more effective oversight with a deeper understanding of

market dynamics," Finra's CEO says. The agency must get Securities and Exchange

Commission approval to move forward. The Wall Street Journal (10/2) , Bloomberg (10/1)

YOUR SPEND WORKS HARDER WHEN IT'S NOT A CHECK

Optimizing your spend is more than just monitoring and tracking purchases. It's about increasing float,

letting the rewards you earn cover some expenses, and getting expert help and analysis when you need

it. Learn more about how American Express can help your company save.
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  Your Bottom Line 

Accounting standards finalized for private enterprises in Canada
The Canadian Accounting Standards Board on Wednesday approved final accounting

standards for private enterprises. Businesses have the option of adopting new Canadian

standards or IFRS. JournalofAccountancy.com (10/1) 

FIND NEW WAYS TO MAINTAIN CASH FLOW

Today many finance executives are going "back to basics," but that's just the beginning. They're also

relentlessly seeking new and creative ways to help ensure they maintain the cash flow their companies

need to survive. To learn more, download now for free.

  In the C-Suite 

CFO abandons retirement to help revive tech firm
Michael Mancuso left retirement in the thick of the recession to become CFO of Computer

Sciences Corp., which was under a Securities and Exchange Commission investigation and

had just settled years of taxes. The pay -- $480,459 in just the first third of this year -- and

a mandate to do whatever he wanted lured Mancuso, who is confident the government push

to modernize health care technology is good for CSC. CFO.com (9/30) 

Nonprofit work requires skill and heart
If you are planning to switch from for-profit to nonprofit work, you need both expertise and

a demonstrated empathy for the cause, Wayne Luke writes. Dennis Kelley of Coca-Cola

succeeded in shifting to Zoo Atlanta, but only by articulating his passion for the

environment, education and sustainability. HarvardBusiness.org/Conversation Starter blog

(10/1) 

How to use LinkedIn to strut your stuff
LinkedIn is often a missed opportunity to showcase your personal brand, Chris Muccio

writes. Your professional description is a "three-second bumper sticker," he writes, and your

current position is even displayed in Outlook using the LinkedIn toolbar. Blog apps, vanity

URLs and real-time updates are all tools that can communicate your expertise.

CFOStrategist.com (9/30) 

YOU CAN DO EVEN MORE WITH LESS

Every company can benefit from new ways to save more money. And a little expert advice could make

all the difference. Through the American Express® Corporate Card program, you can get

recommendations to maximize your business's savings. To find out more about American Express

expense management solutions, request an appointment today.

  Off the Charts 

Bizarre roots of everyday items
Not all inventions have obvious origins. The bra, for example, was first created out of

handkerchiefs and ribbons by a frustrated socialite whose whalebone corset was showing in

her evening gown. Corn Flakes came about when dough was left to stand too long, and

inspiration for Velcro came from the way burdock burrs cling to a dog. Business Pundit
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(9/29) 

Built by SmartBrief, Approved by iTunes: SmartBrief is pleased to announce that its iPhone

application has been accepted by iTunes. The app gives readers a new way to access their SmartBrief

content on the go. Download the app from iTunes here or read more about it here.

  SmartQuote 

In our work matching executive talent to nonprofit needs, we've seen that the best fits are 'stone

soup' entrepreneurs: They quickly adapt to operating with fewer resources, less infrastructure and

more fluid processes."

--Wayne Luke, head of the Bridgespan Group's talent-matching services, writing on

HarvardBusiness.org's Conversation Starter blog
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American Express, a leader in expense
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SmartBrief to provide an invaluable daily resource
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